September 3, 2009
Please forward as necessary
Dear Nordstrom Supplier,
In order to be compliant with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requirements, effective October 2,
2009, Nordstrom will require that you provide the following attributes, when applicable, in your Inovis
Catalog.
UI Display
Name
Hazardous
Material
Class Code

Format and
Validation
CHAR(4)

Hazardous
Material
Description

CHAR(40)

Aerosol
(Y/N)

CHAR(1)

832
Locations
TD402(D)
TD403

TD402(D)
TD404

PID01(F)
PID02(PFK)
PID05

Description
Hazardous materials identification code per the U.S. Department of
Transportation. Denotes that contents are hazardous materials and
what type.
Required if any other dangerous goods, or hazardous materials,
attribute is populated. Dangerous goods classification of the trade item.
There are 9 danger classes; some classes are further subdivided into
subclasses. The “Class" number explains, in general terms, the nature
and properties of the goods and classifies them by significant risk.
Text description of Haz Mat DOT Code.
Required if any other dangerous goods, or hazardous materials,
attribute is populated. Chemical term of the trade item as listed in the
substance list of GGVS (Dangerous Goods Ordinance for Roads) or GGVE
(Dangerous Goods Ordinance for Rail). List the technical names in the
order that they contribute to the danger from highest to lowest, e.g.,
main hazard, not necessarily the highest concentration.
Aerosol, Y/N

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) publishes Dangerous Goods Regulations, a guide to
air shipment of hazardous materials and other dangerous goods, on a yearly basis. Copies of the
Dangerous Goods Regulations may be ordered from IATA by calling (800) 716-6326, or online at
http://www.iata.org. For technical assistance, call IATA Customer Service at (514) 390-6770.
Shippers should ship only those articles that are authorized for air shipment in IATA’s Dangerous Goods
Regulations (as of the ship date). Shippers must also comply with any additional FAA or other official
requirements in effect at the time of shipment.
Any questions should be directed to CMIO Compliance at cmio.compliance@nordstrom.com or by phone
877-444-1313 option 2.
Sincerely,
Mary Porter
Director, Corporate Merchandise Information Office
NORDSTROM, INC

